For many scholarly research journals, authors retain their copyright for their article. What does
this mean? Copyright of articles are determined by a publishing agreement with the author and
the publisher.
According to Section 107 of the Copyright Act, the use of copyrighted material for purposes
“such as criticism, comment, news reporting, TEACHING, SCHOLARSHIP, and RESEARCH,” is not
an infringement of copyright.
Under Fair use, a doctrine in the law, permits limited use of copyrighted material without
having to first acquire permission from the copyright holder.
What is considered Fair Use?
•
•
•

Materials used for the purpose of education, scholarship, and research.
You may obtain a small portion of the larger work for the above purposes.
Although this depends on licensing agreements with a publisher or journal, few copies
of an article can be obtained and only be used/shared sporadically after discovery.

What exceeds Fair Use?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Publishers often prevent electronic PDFs to be copied and shared to every caregiver in
the hospital or system.
Repeated use (continuous sharing) of an article overtime is prohibited under Fair Use.
Posting the article on public or private websites.
Creating databases of journal articles for more than one person to use.
Distributing the files through internet or intranet discussion groups or webpages.
Forwarding articles via email distribution to a large listserv.

Institutional access to subscribed content is for authorized users which is anyone with a
current, authenticated affiliation to Providence St. Joseph Health.
Paid institutional subscriptions are for personal use only. Downloading, printing, copying, or
saving the content for the purposes of research, teaching, and/or private study is permissible.
Policies vary from publisher to publisher, journal to journal, and from third party vendors.
When sharing an article, we recommend that you not share the PDF but the citation and link
to the article for individual download. Always provide credit to the authors of the content
whether it be a quote, phrase, or image.
If you have any questions, please contact us at: librarian@providence.org
For more information about the Copyright Act Visit: https://www.copyright.gov/title17/
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